The Secret Ear System® for producing earmolds

The complete solution
for the hearing aid industry,
labs, and audiologists

Satisfied customers
Many of the world‘s most renowned labs work with
our applications.

Christoph Kupper
Head of Product and Project Management
AUDIA AKUSTIK GMBH, Sömmerda, Germany
”As one of the leading manufacturers of custom
earmolds we need lean and stable processes on
the one hand, but also have to guarantee a high
level of product flexibility and agility.
The Cyfex Secret Ear System delivers the CAD/
CAM software solutions (Designer, Builder,
ERP-Link) that give us the ability to face this
challenge perfectly.
On top of that, Cyfex is always driven by continuous
process- and customer-oriented improvements.”
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Components you can count on

The Secret Ear System®

Proven technology
Each product is the result of years of research and
development in collaboration with leading earmold labs.
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The Secret Ear System®
is a product suite for the digital manufacturing of
earmolds. It covers the following areas:
• scanning of ear impressions (Secret Ear Scanner®)
•c
 omputer-aided modeling of earmolds
(Secret Ear Designer®)

The products are configured in a way that they work
together seamlessly. A central setup management and
regex capabilities ensure that orders never need to be
manually renamed or stored in specific directories.
Scan files, model files, export files and platform files
will be automatically stored in the correct locations.

• v iewing of modeled earpieces, for example
for quality assurance (Secret Ear Viewer®)
• build preparation for 3D printing (Secret Ear Builder®)
•d
 ata interchange between the customer‘s software
landscape and the Secret Ear applications (ERP-Link)

While small to medium laboratories may be very
productive with just a scanner and Secret Ear Designer®,
larger manufacturers may want to take advantage of
the entire suite in order to push efficiency and quality to
the maximum in the face of huge daily volumes.
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Precision and speed: open and unlimited

duo scan and DS Production

Advantages
The devices can produce unlimited yearly quantities and
generate unencrypted STL files. There are no service and
support costs.
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Reliable scanners
are the basis of successful earmold manufacturing.
The Secret Ear Scanners® by smartoptics are highperformance devices for the professional enterprise.
The economical duo scan is designed for hearing aid
specialty stores. The DS Production, which was especially
conceived for laboratory operations, offers greater
performance.

duo scan

DS Production

Scanning times from 36 seconds and up*

Scanning times from 32 seconds and up*

Designed for roughly 70 scans/day;
approx. 600,000 scan cycles.

Designed for productive continuous operation with
durable components; approx. 3,000,000 scan cycles.

*Depending on the performance of the computer used
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Earmold design cannot be any easier

Secret Ear Designer® – effortless modeling

Claus-Peter Bartels
and Lothar Müssig
Managing Directors HEBA-OTOPLASTIK
Labortechnik + Einrichtungs GmbH & Co. KG
“For manufacturing our THERMOtec ear molds,
our employees learned how to use
the Secret Ear Designer® software very quickly.”
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It takes only 2 hours
to become a modeling pro!
The 3D design of earmolds is child‘s play for users.
An intuitive user interface, expandable model templates
and a large selection of prefabricated electronic components
make it easy even for beginners to learn very quickly.

Getting started is straightforward
Video tutorials show how simple it is to use the software
and the speed with which any earmold can be modeled.
Interested parties will benefit from the option of being able
to test the application for 30 days in live operation at no
charge and without any obligation.
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BTEs, ITEs, RICs, noise protection, in-ear monitors

Secret Ear Designer® – all styles in record time

Thanks to product specific
templates
the majority of parameters are preset. In-ear shells
are modeled using original industry construction data.
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A speedy and flexible process
Secret Ear Designer® takes the arduousness out of
earmold modeling: Laboratory technicians can efficiently
design any ITE, BTE or cast form – for example, shell, RIC
or noise protection – in one to three minutes, depending
on the number of steps required.
The performance gain is the result of templates that the
user can customize so that the modeling of the ear piece
is supported to perfection.
The templates can easily be combined and swapped
during the design process itself, eliminating any wasted
time. The simulation of electronics components in the
case of ITEs or similar is likewise template-guided.

The Template Manager allows for limiting the choices
a modeler can make and is thus an important tool in a
company‘s quality assurance scheme.
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Produce and modify electronic components

Secret Ear Designer® – Shape Manager

Component library
The hearing aid industry brings new electronics to
the market every year. Shape Manager is a powerful CAD
tool that enables you to independently import
and modify construction data.
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Working with
hearing industry data
The challenge in manufacturing in-the-ear shells (ITEs)
and receiver-in-canal earpieces (RICs) is integrating
electronics and components into the earmold. Shape
Manager facilitates simple processing of hearing industry
construction data, enabling hassle-free compensation
for deviations in 3D printing and post-processing.

Your own constructions
Benefit from being able to design your own construction
elements. For example, you will be able to design grip
solutions for ear protection and use these specifically for
new product ideas.

With Shape Manager included in Secret Ear Designer®, users can define construction
element properties. Depending on the type of element, these can include position, size,
collision detection, subtraction, addition, etc.
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Hearing protection, splash-protection, in-ear monitoring

Secret Ear Designer® – silicone earmolds

Ear protection
In addition to hard materials, soft silicone is
also used in the generative production of ear
protection and in-ear monitors.
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Cast molds
With Secret Ear Designer®, any earmold construction form
can be automatically converted into a cast form.
For noise protection, all current valve and plug filter
systems, as well as a variety of grip solutions, are included.

Printed egg shell mold for hearing protection
with support cone and air vents.

Design of egg shell mold for hearing protection with
support cone and air vents to compensate for shrinkage
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Custom in-ear monitors, hearables

Secret Ear Designer® – functions for pioneers

Andy Shiach
Managing Director ACS Custom
Banbury, UK
“Our business has been revolutionised through the
adoption of 3D and the possibilities to develop and bring
to market new products could not happen without the
expertise, dedication and support of the Cyfex team.”
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Better than handmade?
Granted, many CIEM faceplates are actual works of art
that could simply not be produced in a CAD/CAM process.
However, the CAD/CAM process scores with consistently
high fitting accuracy and unbeatable production cost.

Secret Ear Designer® provides tools for the design of
pin-socket apertures or receiver mounts and allows for
separately exportable faceplates. Integrated IEM templates
with 2- or 3-way systems that can easily be modified by
users facilitate the transition from handmade to digital and
the realization of individual styles.

The many state of the art features of Secret Ear Designer® allow professional manufacturers
to design high-end monitors with an inimitable look.
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Receiver-in-canal earmolds

Secret Ear Designer® – revolutionary RIC modeling

In a flash
Avant-garde preview functionality allows technicians to
model RICs faster than ever.
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Preview
Secret Ear Designer® shows a projection of the finished
model from the very beginning of the design job.
All that is left to do for the modeler is to adjust the
receiver position and inclination.

Preview of the finished earpiece after opening the file.
During the (very short) design process a precalculation
of the mold is continuously in view. All modifications
are immediately visible.

In the past, earpieces for RICs used to be time
consuming modeling jobs. Secret Ear Designer®
has changed that.
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Visual inspection of models

Secret Ear Viewer® – multiple areas of application

Configurable presets
enable users to determine which parameters
are shown on screen.
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Quality control

Assembly

Secret Ear Viewer® allows quality control staff to examine
the parameters of modeled earpieces and to view them
in the 3D scene by means of the display options familiar
from Secret Ear Designer®. Does the design comply with
the initial order, the manufacturer‘s specifications and
internal guidelines? These and similar questions find their
answer before the model is 3D printed or milled.

Furthermore, the application can be utilized after the
earmold has been produced. Assembly technicians make
use of Secret Ear Viewer® to understand immediately how
a particular hearing aid is best mounted. They check the
visualizations of the components in the shell and arrange
the electronics accordingly.

Customer service
Also customer service representatives may rely on
the application to clarify open points with buyers.
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From design to printing

Secret Ear Builder® – build preparation for earmolds

Efficient print jobs
Well-thought-out functions meet the specific
requirements of earmold and injection mold printing.
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Grouping and exporting

Multi-Layer: more throughput

Secret Ear Builder® enables users to effortlessly prepare
print jobs: Among other things orders can be grouped,
nested, equipped with support structures and exported as
a whole.

To exploit a printer’s vertical build size, several layers can
be created. This can increase productivity by up to 40%.

Printed injection molds, single layer.

The Secret Ear Builder® Multi-Layer function enables
you to create multistorey platforms.
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A higher degree of automation

ERP-Link – full integration

Facilitate information flow
from and to the lab
The Secret Ear System® seamlessly integrates with
your ERP system and production environment for
maximum synergy.
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ERP-Link
By means of ERP-Link, all Secret Ear System® applications
plug into your enterprise wide information systems.
Data is synchronized automatically, errors and
redundancies are prevented.
Utilize ERP-Link to transfer design parameters and
retrieve job status information.
Lean back and let ERP-Link work for you.
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Would you like more information about this product? Contact us!
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Competence and continuity breed excellence

Cyfex as a long-term technology and service partner

Ulrich Orth
Director of R&D Software, GCL
Dentsply Sirona, client since 2000
“Cyfex, a guarantee for successful software projects.”
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Experts in 3D

Hearing aid industry

Cyfex was established in the year 2000. Based in Zurich, it
is one of the leading suppliers of modern 3D software with
medical technology as its main but not exclusive focus.

The digital manufacturing of high value earmolds has
steadily grown since 2006 when Cyfex started developing
and selling the Secret Ear System®. Cyfex remains at the
forefront of this development, which allows our clients to
benefit from the very latest rationalizations and product
innovations.

In the area of CAD dental technology Cyfex develops and
maintains, among others, the CEREC® system for Dentsply
Sirona.
Today, 3D data preparation and modeling is also an
essential part of construction work projects, for example
in civil engineering. Cyfex deploys its expertise and
leading-edge software technology on all scales.

In addition to its standard software products, Cyfex also
offers custom software enhancements and professional
consulting services for implementing full earmold
production lines.
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Jens Leonhardt
Head of Earmold Production
KIND Hörgeräte GmbH & Co. KG., Germany
“Besides the user-friendly, feature-rich, state-ofthe-art software we appreciate Cyfex‘ excellent
customer service.”
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“No limitations! –We love Secret Ear Designer’s high
quality and versatility. That’s why we have used this
software in both our US and Hungary labs since 2011.
We can always rely on Cyfex‘s excellent customer
services to keep us up and running in our fast-paced
manufacturing environment.”

Monika Major
President / Owner
Microsonic Inc., USA / Microsonic Labor, Hungary
“We needed a state-of-the-art solution for our
3D printing. Cyfex seamlessly fit into our digital
workflow and increased our productivity.”
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Would you like to be contacted by a reseller near you?
Get in touch with us, we will forward your inquiry to a certified partner
in your region.
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Cyfex AG
Schwamendingenstr. 10
8050 Zurich
SWITZERLAND
Tel.: + 41 44 974 51 00
E-mail: sales@cyfex.com
www.cyfex.com

